
EXTRA QVESTIONS Dt-02. 

O 4u_O s boxes, ond colgun to sho@ thg 
Trasons 

On- half = 

b) ne frudh 

e n-hind: 

d) Tuoo- thirds 

e) Thro- fourtdhs=| 

( Feu eo the blanks. 

Portls ef a hele cmd troettchs 

Complede or full abjeet u a Whoic 

)One founth aso called as a 

don a a shole 's dda.d ento te00 esua} 

called a nehalf part&, each part 'a 

ehnes-foundhs ' also kn oLon a+hee quartde 

4) In 3 tha numertaton A 
an e denomnator 



E Write the fractions for the shaded parts. Do co book. 
ENRICHIMIENT ACTIVITITES 

AA NUMBERS UP TO Io00 Do in bodk 
A. Tick () the correct option. 

Seven hundred eleven is written as 

70011 711 7011 

is the smallest number in 815 865 805. HOTS question 

805 865 815 
Amma made an uttapam for her granddaughters 
Jyothi, Malathi and Revathi. What fraction of uttapam 
will each girl get if it is shared equally among them? 

The greatest number in 900 699 785 is 

900 699 785 

The number with *7 in the hundreds place is 
IN THE LAB UNDERSTANDING FRACTIONS 

ENRICHMENT ACTIVITY 475 745 457 

vOU WILL NEED 

A4 sheet of paper 
B. Match the following. 

HL -363 STEPS 

1. Take a sheet of paper. 900 + 6, 815 
2. Fold the sheet by joining two edges. Crease the fold. 

6 hundreds +9 tens 690 
3. Open the sheet. The crease divides the paper into 

2 equal parts. Each part is one half of the whole. 
326 eight hundred fifteep 

300 + 60+3 906 4. Take the sheet again and repeat steps 1-3. 

5. Fold the sheet again along its edges and crease. 
ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION OF BIGGER NUMBERSs 

6. Open the sheet. It is divided into 4 equal parts. 
Each part is one-fourth of the whole. A. Write the number in the correct place and add. 

97 +87 65+ 80 46 +87 Three parts together represent three-fourths of the whole. 40 +90 

124) 3 125 
3 
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